
 

Sponsorship Opportunities 
Berkeley Community Impact Investing Roundtable 

September 6, 2019, Berkeley, California 
 
The Berkeley Community Impact Roundtable will be an opportunity for higher education 
institutions, as anchor institutions in their communities, to explore a variety of community 
investment strategies to support a more prosperous and thriving local neighborhood 
through endowment investing. 
 
The program will be designed primarily for endowments that are interested in pursuing 
sustainable investment strategies on some level and looking to learn about community 
investment opportunities and how best to implement or advance such strategies.  
 
Senior administrators, trustees, and endowment/foundation staff from colleges and 
universities, community foundations, and other investor groups, as well as sustainable 
investment experts are encouraged to attend and participate in the conversation.  

 
Sponsors will provide critical support to make this important dialogue possible.  There are 
four levels of sponsorship available: 

 

Co-Convening Sponsor - $20,000 (IEN Member rate: $12,000) 

● Largest logos presented on top line of conference materials 
● Two registrations ($1,950 value) 
● Logo/name listed on all electronic signage 
● Recognition on sponsorship welcome slides 
● Custom opportunities for sponsoring specific event elements, such as dinner and 

reception 

Gold - $15,000 (IEN Member rate: $7,500) 

● Large logos presented in second section of conference materials 
●  Two registrations ($1,950 value) 

● Logo/name listed on all electronic signage 
● Recognition on sponsorship welcome slides 

 



 

 Silver - $7,500 (IEN Member rate: $3,500) 

● Medium logos presented in third section of conference materials 
● One registration ($975 value) 
● Logo/name listed on all electronic signage 
● Recognition on sponsorship welcome slides 

Bronze - $5,000 (IEN Member rate: $1,500) 

● Small logos presented in bottom section of conference materials 
● One registration ($975 value)  
● Logo/name listed on all electronic signage 
● Recognition on sponsorship welcome slides 

 

All sponsors will be highlighted in the summit materials and other communication mediums 
used for the summit and have the opportunity to share their experience and expertise in an 
educational way with participants throughout the program’s highly interactive dialogue 
sessions.  However, sponsorship does not guarantee a formal speaking role on the program 
agenda.  
 

 
About the Organizer 

The Intentional Endowments Network  is a non-profit peer learning network of colleges, 
universities, and other mission-driven institutional investors working together to achieve 
their risk and return objectives through investment actions that create a thriving, 
sustainable economy.  As of March 2019, our network of nearly 160 members included 
endowments, asset management and investment consulting firms, nonprofit partners and 
individuals.  

 

DISCLAIMER:  Sponsorships do not imply endorsement of sponsors’ products or services by IEN, 
or their partners and affiliates.  Sponsorship does not include decision-making authority over 
the program design or content. 
 
 

 


